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Abstract
This paper presents a constructive approach to compute upper and lower bounds for the error committedwhen some
second-order ordinary differential equations are solved by means of piecewise coefﬁcients perturbation methods
(PPM). The obtained error bounds are expressed in terms of perturbations introduced in the differential operator
and in the prescribed initial conditions. The results are applied to collocation, tau and ﬁnite difference methods.
Numerical examples demonstrating the sharpness of the constructed bounds are given.
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1. Introduction
When a differential equation (DE), associatedwith initial or boundary conditions, is solved numerically,
it is very important to estimate the error between the computed solution and the theoretical solution of
the given problem. There are two approaches to estimate this error. The ﬁrst one is to use the (unknown)
analytic solution, or at least some knowledge about it, to ﬁnd the so-called a priori error estimate. The
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other approach is to construct a posteriori error estimate; that is an estimate that depends on the computed
numerical solution but does not involve unknown or uncomputable quantities. There are substantial
literature on the construction of estimates and bounds for the error committed by different numerical
methods (see [3,4,12–15,17,21,22]). But a few results (see [13]), however, have practical value, for the
derived error estimates depend on parameters such as Lipschitz constant and the operator condition
number.
In a recent paper [6], I discussed the question of obtaining a posteriori error estimates, and generated
very sharp error bounds for a highly efﬁcient technique for solving ODEs called coefﬁcients perturbation
method (PM). The basic idea of PM is to replace the coefﬁcients of the given DE by some approximations
and then to solve the approximating problem exactly. Details on PM can be found in [14,15,21,22] and
the references given therein.
The present paper is a continuation of the work presented in [6]: in the latter I construct bounds for
the difference, u(x) − u˜(x), between the exact solution of the original problem, u(x), and that of the
approximating problem u˜(x) in a certain interval [x0, x1] in terms of u(x0) − u˜(x0). The main objective
now is to develop bounds for u(x)− u˜(x) in terms of bounds for u(x0)− u˜(x0) instead of its exact value.
A major motivation for considering this case is that in applying PM piecewisely (PPM), the exact errors
at the mesh points are not known and therefore one cannot advance the error bounding on the interval
of approximation by means of the algorithm given in [6]. The results which are developed here apply
to approximation techniques equivalent to PPM such as piecewise collocation, step-by-step tau method
(SSTM) and some ﬁnite difference methods (FDM) (see [8,10,16,18,19]).
2. Bounds for PM error
Let y(x) and y˜(x) be solutions of the ODEs
y′′(x) + a(x)y′(x) + b(x)y(x) = f (x), x ∈ I := [x0, x1] (1)
and
y˜′′(x) + a˜(x)y˜′(x) + b˜(x)y˜(x) = f˜ (x), x ∈ I , (2)
where {a(x), b(x), f (x), a˜(x), b˜(x), f˜ (x)} are some given functions. Then, the difference between the
corresponding solutions y(x) and y˜(x), denoted by e(x) := y(x) − y˜(x), can be expressed in terms of
the differences between the coefﬁcients of DEs (1) and (2) as the following theorem states (see [9]):
Theorem 1. If a(x) and b(x) belong to C∞[I ], the space of inﬁnitely differentiable functions in I, then,
for all x ∈ I , the error function and its derivative can be expressed as
e(x) =
∫ x
x0
A(x, t)F (t) dt + A(x, x0)′0 + B(x, x0)0,
e′(x) =
∫ x
x0
A′(x, t)F (t) dt + A′(x, x0)′0 + B ′(x, x0)0,
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where 0 := e(x0), ′0 = e′(x0),
F(x) := (f − f˜ ) − (a − a˜)y˜′ − (b − b˜)y˜,
A(x, t) =
∑
k0
ak(t)
k! (x − t)
k, A′(x, t) := A
x
,
B(x, t) =
∑
k0
bk(t)
k! (x − t)
k, B ′(x, t) := B
x
and where for all k2
ak+1(x) := a′k(x) + bk(x) − a(x)ak(x),
bk+1(x) := b′k(x) − b(x)ak(x)
with
a0(x) := 0, a1(x) := 1, a2(x) := −a(x),
b0(x) := 1, b1(x) := 0, b2(x) := −b(x).
Note that the condition that {a(x), b(x)} ⊂ C∞[I ] is necessary in order to generate the functions
{ak(x), bk(x), k = 0, 1, 2, . . .}. Otherwise, one should divide I into subintervals so that the inﬁnite
differentiability condition is fulﬁlled on each subinterval.
Based on Theorem 1, error estimations for the function and the derivative are obtained simply by
replacing the A(x, t) and B(x, t) series that appear in e(x) and e′(x) expressions, by their respective nth
partial sums An(x, t) and Bn(x, t) expressed as
An(x, t) :=
n∑
k=0
ak(t)
k! (x − t)
k and Bn(x, t) :=
n∑
k=0
bk(t)
k! (x − t)
k
for some given n1.
In [6], the author used a majorising argument which seeks to replace every coefﬁcient ak(t)
k! (resp.,
bk(t)
k! ) in the residual which is resulted from truncating A(x, t) (resp., B(x, t)), by a number that ensures
that this residual is majorised by a geometric power series with rate less than 1, (see [1, Chapter 4]). That
argument involves the application of Cauchy’s inequalities (see [5, Chapter 1]) to A(x, t) (resp., B(x, t)),
as a real-analytic function of x, and implies that for any given real > 0, there exist two positive real
numbers 1 and 2 such that for all k >n∥∥∥ak
k!
∥∥∥ 1k ( resp., ∥∥∥∥bkk!
∥∥∥∥ 2k) , (3)
where ‖u‖ := sup{|u(t)| : t ∈ I }.
We recall next the main result of El-Daou [6]. Note that whenever notation H(i) appears throughout the
paper, it refers to the ith derivative of H(x, t) with respect to x, for any single or two-variables function
H. In particular H(0) = H .
Theorem 2. Let <min(1, 1
x1−x0 ) and let n1. Then for all x ∈ I we have
|e(i)(x) − E(i)n (x)|W(i)n (x) (i = 0, 1), (4)
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where E(i)n (x), the error estimation, and W(i)n (x), the estimate deviation, are expressed as
E(i)n (x) :=
∫ x
x0
A(i)n (x, t)F (t) dt + A(i)n (x, x0)′0 + B(i)n (x, x0)0, (5)
W(i)n (x) := 1
∫ x
x0
(i)n,(x, t)|F(t)| dt + [1|′0| + 2|0|](i)n,(x, x0), (6)
where A(i)n (x, t) and B(i)n (x, t) are the nth partial sums of A(i)(x, t) and B(i)(x, t), respectively, and
n,(x, t) :=
(x − t)n+1n+1
1 − (x − t) . (7)
Note that condition <min(1, 1
x1−x0 ) is necessary in order to secure the convergence of the geometric
series that majorises the residuals of truncations.
3. Bounds for PPM error
Expressions (4)–(5)–(6) form a one-step explicit algorithm for enclosing the error, in the sense that
the knowledge of the exact values of 0 and ′0 is sufﬁcient to evaluate E
(i)
n (x) and W(i)n (x) for any x ∈
I = [x0, x1]. Unfortunately, this is not the case when a piecewise approximation technique is employed,
because the errors at the interior mesh points are not known exactly. This section is devoted to modify
(4)–(5)–(6) to accept bounds of 0 and ′0 without jeopardising the efﬁciency of the algorithm.
In order to stress the dependence of E(i)n (x) (resp., W(i)n (x)) on the initial errors 0 and ′0 we shall
replace it by notation E(i)n [x; |0|, |′0|] (resp., W(i)n [x; |0|, |′0|]).
Theorem 3. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2 hold. Suppose that further there exist four real
numbers {±, ′±} such that

(i)
− 
(i)
0 
(i)
+ , i = 0, 1.
Then for n1 and for all x ∈ I we have
E(i)n [x; |¯(i) |, |′¯(i) |] − W(i)n [x; |s |, |′s′ |]e(i)(x)E(i)n [x; |(i) |, |′(i) |] + W(i)n [x; |s |, |′s′ |],
(8)
where, for i = 0, 1
(i) ≡ (i)n (x) := sign[A(i)n (x, x0)], ¯(i) = −(i),
(i) ≡ (i)n (x) := sign[B(i)n (x, x0)], ¯(i) = −(i),
s(i) := sign[(i)0 ].
Proof. Let us assume without loss of generality that {−, +} are both either positive or negative; the
same can be assumed for {′−, ′+}. Let i = 0. The proof of this theorem will be carried out for two
different cases:
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Case 1: Fix x ∈ I . Suppose that
0−0+ and 0′−′0′+ (9)
and that
An(x, x0)0 and Bn(x, x0)0. (10)
An appropriate multiplication of (9) by (10) yields
Bn(x, x0)−Bn(x, x0)0Bn(x, x0)+
and
An(x, x0)
′−An(x, x0)′0An(x, x0)′+.
Using these inequalities in (5) we get∫ x
x0
An(x, t)F (t) dt + An(x, x0)′− + Bn(x, x0)−En[x; 0, ′0],
En[x; 0, ′0]
∫ x
x0
An(x, t)F (t) dt + An(x, x0)′+ + Bn(x, x0)+.
That is
En[x; −, ′−]En[x; 0, ′0]En[x; +, ′+]. (11)
Further, since n,(x, x0)0 (by deﬁnition (7)), we have
Wn[x; 0, ′0]Wn[x; +, ′+].
This, combined with (4), leads to
|e(x) − En[x; 0, ′0]|Wn[x; +, ′+].
That is
En[x; 0, ′0] − Wn[x; +, ′+]e(x)En[x; 0, ′0] + Wn[x; +, ′+]. (12)
Due to (11), (12) implies that
En[x; −, ′−] − Wn[x; +, ′+]e(x)En[x; +, ′+] + Wn[x; +, ′+],
which is a particular case of (8).
Case 2: For x ﬁxed in I, let us consider the case where
0−0+ and ′−′0′+0 (13)
and where
An(x, x0)0 and Bn(x, x0)0. (14)
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Multiplying (13) by (14) we get
Bn(x, x0)−Bn(x, x0)0Bn(x, x0)+
and
An(x, x0)
′+An(x, x0)′0An(x, x0)′−.
Using these inequalities in (5) we can write∫ x
x0
An(x, t)F (t) dt + An(x, x0)′+ + Bn(x, x0)−En[x; 0, ′0],
En[x; 0, ′0]
∫ x
x0
An(x, t)F (t) dt + An(x, x0)′− + Bn(x, x0)+.
That is
En[x; |−|, |′+|]En[x; 0, ′0]En[x; |+|, |′−|]. (15)
From (13) we have |0| |+| and |′0| |−| and therefore
Wn[x; 0, ′0]Wn[x; |+|, |′−|].
This, combined with (4), gives
|e(x) − En[x; 0, ′0]|Wn[x; |+|, |′−|].
That is
En[x; 0, ′0] − Wn[x; |+|, |′−|]e(x)En[x; 0, ′0] + Wn[x; |+|, |′−|],
which, due to (15), gives
En[x; −, ′+] − Wn[x; +, ′−]e(x)En[x; +, ′−] + Wn[x; +, ′−],
as required by (8).
Assertion (8) that corresponds to i = 1 follows using the same arguments.
A similar treatment canbe carried out for other possible cases regarding the signs ofAn(x, x0),Bn(x, x0)
and their derivatives.
As we see the perturbation function F(x) plays a crucial role in the construction of upper and lower
bounds for the error committed by any employed approximation method. In order to illustrate this, we
explain next how to treat the tau method and a class of ﬁnite difference methods.
4. Bounds for SSTM error
Let us consider the initial value problem
y′′(x) + a(x)y′(x) + b(x)y(x) = f (x); x ∈ [, ],
y() = 0; y′() = 1. (16)
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Let {= x0 <x1 <x2 < · · ·<xm = } be a partition of [, ], and h := max{xi+1 − xi; i = 1, 2, . . . , m}.
The basic idea of SSTM is to solve a sequence of perturbed problems such as
Y ′′N,i + pN,i(a; x)Y ′N,i + pN,i(b, x)YN,i = pN,i(f, x) − RN,i(x), x ∈ [xi−1, xi],
YN,i(xi−1) = YN,i−1(xi−1),
YN,1() = (0, 1), (17)
where pN,i(u, t) represents the interpolation polynomial of function u(x) at some points {zij }Nj=1, which
are chosen to be the zeros of Legendre or Chebyshev polynomialVN,i(x) shifted to [xi−1, xi], u := (u, u′)
and RN,i(x) is an appropriate perturbation which involves a ﬁnite number of free parameters determined
in such a way that YN,i(x) is an exact polynomial solution of (17). Clearly, Problem (17) is obtained from
(16) by perturbing its coefﬁcients and its right-hand side and consequently one can generate error bounds
by means of formula (8) where Fi is given by
Fi(x) = RN,i(x) + N,i(f ; x) − N,i(a; x)Y ′N,i − N,i(b; x)YN,i (18)
with N,i(u; x) := u(x) − pN,i(u, x) indicating the interpolation error. In particular, when a(x), b(x)
and f (x) are polynomials then, for appropriately chosen N, Fi(x) reduces to
Fi(x) = RN,i(x).
In practice RN,i(x) is chosen either of the form
RN,i(x) = 	0iVN,i(x) + 	1iVN+1,i(x) + · · · + 	r+1,iVN+r+1,i(x) (19)
or
RN,i(x) = (	0i + 	1ix + 	2ix2 + · · · + 	r+1,ixr+1)VN,i(x).
From [8,11] it follows that when RN,i(x) takes form (19), then YN,i(x) is identical to the truncated series
expansions approximant of y(x) in terms of {Vk,i, k0}, while the second choice produces the collocation
approximant of y(x) at {zij }Nj=1.
An important convergence result due to De Boor and Swartz [2] states that when {zij }Nj=1 are Gauss
points, the collocationmethod achieves superconvergence at the end point xi . That is, for all i=1, 2, . . . , m
we have
(y(k) − Y (k)N,i)(xi) = O(h2N), k = 0, 1.
Next, we show that the error bounds derived in the previous section satisfy the superconvergence
phenomenon.
Theorem 4. Let PN,i(x) denote Legendre polynomial of degree N deﬁned on [xi−1, xi]. If RN,i(x) =
(
∑r+1
j=0 	jixj )PN,i(x) or RN,i(x)=
∑r+1
j=0 	jiPN+j,i(x), and if nN , then the error bounds given by (8)
have orders O(h2N) at the mesh points {xi}mi=1.
The proof of this result is based mainly on (i) the Cauchy remainder for polynomial interpolation (see
[5]), and on (ii) the orthogonality of Legendre Polynomials. A detailed proof is given in appendix.
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5. Bounds for FDMs error
Suppose that the initial value problem (16) was solved by a certain FDM and let yi and y′i denote the
computed approximations of y(xi) and y′(xi), respectively. Let us illustrate how one can ﬁnd upper and
lower bounds for ei := y(xi)−yi and e′i := y′(xi)−y′i , i=0, 1, 2, . . . , m, using (8).A possible approach
is the following: for each i = 1, 2, . . . , m, construct the Hermite interpolation polynomial of degree 3,
H ∗i (x), that connects point (xi−1, yi−1) with (xi, yi). That is each H ∗i (x) must satisfy the identities
H ∗i (xi−1) = yi−1 and H ∗i (xi) = yi ,
H ∗i
′
(xi−1) = y′i−1 and H ∗i ′(xi) = y′i .
From Davis [5], H ∗i (x) is expressed as
H ∗i (x) = yi−1Hi−1(x) + yiHi(x) + y′i−1H˜i−1(x) + y′iH˜i(x),
where
Hi−1(x) = (x − xi−1)[li−1(x)]2, H˜i−1(x) = (1 + 2li(x))[li−1(x)]2,
Hi(x) = (x − xi)[li(x)]2, H˜i = (1 + 2li−1(x))[li(x)]2
and
li−1(x) = x − xi
xi−1 − xi and li(x) =
x − xi−1
xi − xi−1 .
In other words, H ∗i (x) is an approximate solution to the initial value problem (16) which matches the
discrete solution at the mesh points {xi}. From this observation we deduce that the perturbation term
Fi(x) that corresponds to the employed FDM in interval [xi−1, xi], and which is required to process (8)
is given by
Fi(x) = f (x) − H ∗i ′′(x) − a(x)H ∗i ′(x) − b(x)H ∗i (x).
6. Remarks on nonlinear differential equations
Suppose now that y(x) is the exact solution of the nonlinear ODE
y′′ = f (x, y, y′), x ∈ [x0, x0 + h] (20)
and that y˜(x) is an approximation of y(x) that satisﬁes
y˜′′ = f (x, y˜, y˜′) − H(x), x ∈ [x0, x0 + h] (21)
for some perturbation H(x). Taylor’s series expansions of f (x, y, y′) near (y˜, y˜′) gives
f (x, y, y′) = f (x, y˜, y˜′) + (y − y˜)fy + (y′ − y˜′)fy′
+ 12 [e(x)]2fyy + 12 [e′(x)]2fy′y′ + e(x)e′(x)fyy′ + R2,
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where e(x) = y − y˜, and fy , fy′ , fyy , fy′y′ and fyy′ are the partial derivatives of f, evaluated at (y˜, y˜′),
and
R2 = 13!
[
e(x)

x
+ e′(x) 
y
]3
f (x, y˜ + 
e(x), y˜′ + 
e′(x)), 0< 
< 1.
Due to this, (20) becomes
y′′ − fy′y′ − fyy = f (x, y˜, y˜′) − fy′ y˜′ − fyy˜ + O(e2). (22)
Eq. (21), on the other hand, is equivalent to
y˜′′ − fy′ y˜′ − fyy˜ = f (x, y˜, y˜′) − fy′ y˜′ − fyy˜ − H(x). (23)
Now, let us assume that y˜ was obtained by a numerical method of order not less than p1, say; that is
e(x)=O(hp) and e′(x)=O(hp). Then e(x)2, [e(x)′]2 and e(x)e′(x)will be at least of orders O(h2p). This
suggests that, for small h, one can safely drop the second-order error terms and subsequently consider
(23) as a perturbed problem that approximates (22), where the perturbation occurs only in the right-hand
side of (23). Thus we can apply (8) with
F(x) = H(x),
a0(x) := 0, a1(x) := 1, a2(x) := fy′(x, y˜, y˜′),
b0(x) := 1, b1(x) := 0, b2(x) := fy(x, y˜, y˜′).
Evidently, due to neglecting e(x)2, [e(x)′]2 and e(x)e(x)′, the implementation of algorithm (8) will not
necessarily produce upper and lower error bounds. But the two nonlinear numerical examples given in
Section 7 show that our results can still produce highly accurate error estimates.
7. Numerical examples
Example 1. For the linear initial value problem
y′′ + (8x − 1)y′ + 8y = 6 − 6x + 72x2, x ∈ [0, 3],
y(0) = y′(0) = e−1, (24)
we have approximated y(x) by the SSTM with stepsize h = 0.15 (m = 20) and with perturbation term:
RN,i(x) := (	0,i + 	1,ix)Pi,1(x), i = 1, 2, . . . , 20.
Upper and lower bounds for the local truncation error for the function and its derivative at {xi; i =
1, 2, . . . , 20} were computed using formulae (8) with n = 8. The computed error bounds E¯(xi), E(xi),
E¯′(xi) andE′(xi) compared to the exact errors ei(xi) and e′i(xi) are reported in Table 1. The exact solution
of this IVP is
y(x) = 3x2 + exp[−1 + x − 4x2].
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Table 1
Error bounds for approximating ivp (24) using SSTM
i E¯(xi) E¯′(xi) i E¯(xi) E¯′(xi)
e(xi) e
′(xi) e(xi) e′(xi)
E(xi) E
′(xi) E(xi) E′(xi)
2 1.8425252E−3 1.69937E−2 12 6.547E−4 −4.955E−4
1.8425220E−3 1.69935E−2 6.541E−4 −4.968E−4
1.8425025E−3 1.69931E−2 6.535E−4 −4.983E−4
4 1.5157E−3 1.64683E−2 14 5.430E−4 −2.908E−4
1.5156E−3 1.64674E−2 5.421E−4 −2.950E−4
1.5155E−3 1.646674E−2 5.413E−4 −2.991E−4
6 3.04128E−3 −5.7623E−3 16 4.68E−4 −2.05E−4
3.04099E−3 −5.7631E−3 4.66E−4 −2.15E−4
3.04074E−3 −5.7636E−3 4.65E−4 −2.26E−4
8 2.0042E−3 −8.3990E−3 18 4.130E−4 −1.41E−4
2.0038E−3 −8.3999E−3 4.097E−4 −1.65E−4
2.0035E−3 −8.4007E−3 4.063E−4 −1.89E−4
10 9.422E−4 −2.076E−3 20 3.723E−4 −7.78E−5
9.416E−4 −2.077E−3 3.654E−4 −1.31E−4
9.411E−4 −2.078E−3 3.586E−4 −1.84E−4
Example 2. Consider the linear initial value problem
y′′ + (10 + 5x2)y = g(x), x ∈ [0, 2],
y(0) = 1, y′(0) = 3, (25)
where g(x) is chosen so that the exact solution is
y(x) = e
3x
1 + x2 .
We computed yk ≈ y(xk) and y′k ≈ y′(xk) where x0 = 0 and xk = xk−1 + kh with h = 0.2 using the
2-stages Runge–Kutta–Nyström method (RKNM) (see [20]) given by the algorithm
yk+1 = yk + hy′k + h2
2∑
j=1
bjfj , y
′
k+1 = y′k + h
2∑
j=1
b′jfj ,
where h := xk − xk−1 and
fj = f
(
xk + cjh, yj + cjhy′k + h2
2∑
i=1
ajifi
)
, j = 1, 2
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Table 2
Error bounds for approximating ivp (25) using RKNM
i E¯(xi) E¯′(xi) i E¯(xi) E¯′(xi)
e(xi) e
′(xi) e(xi) e′(xi)
E(xi) E
′(xi) E(xi) E′(xi)
1 −3.58318188E−5 5.340684E−5 6 −5.6453E−4 −6.85E−5
−3.58318243E−5 5.340656E−5 −5.6459E−4 −6.90E−5
−3.58318244E−5 5.340651E−5 −5.6462E−4 −6.94E−5
2 −8.426820E−5 1.2737E−5 7 −9.1052E−4 −8.10E−5
−8.426840E−5 1.2730E−5 −9.1067E−4 −8.23E−5
−8.426844E−5 1.2728E−5 −9.1077E−4 −8.33E−5
3 −1.383361E−4 −4.844E−5 8 −1.4869E−3 −1.570E−4
−1.383379E−4 −4.847E−5 −1.4873E−3 −1.602E−4
−1.383386E−4 −4.848E−5 −1.4875E−3 −1.628E−4
4 −2.19487E−4 −7.8822E−5 9 −2.4605E−3 −3.12E−4
−2.19495E−4 −7.8898E−5 −2.4613E−3 −3.20E−4
−2.19498E−4 −7.8944E−5 −2.4620E−3 −3.26E−4
5 −3.51773E−4 −7.91E−5 10 −4.104E−3 −4.98E−4
−3.51795E−4 −7.93E−5 −4.105E−3 −5.16E−4
−3.51808E−4 −7.95E−5 −4.107E−3 −5.34E−4
and represented by the Butcher tableau notation
The exact errors in the function and its derivative and their bounds are listed in Table 2.
I also applied Numerov’s method (see [23]) to ﬁnd yk ≈ y(xk) with h = 0.2 according to
yk − 2yk−1 + yk−2 = h
2
12
(fk + 10fk−1 + fk−2).
Here f (x, y) = −(10 + 5x2)y(x) + g(x). The results are listed in Table 3. Note that our error bounds
formulas provide tight enclosure for the exact error despite the poor approximation of Numerov’s method.
Example 3. Consider the nonlinear initial value problem
y′′ = y′y + 2(y + y3), x ∈ [0, 3],
y(0) = 0, y′(0) = , (26)
the exact solution of which is y = tan(x). We associate to this problem the following sequence of
linearised problems:
Y ′′k − (2 + Y ′k−1 + 2Y 2k−1)Yk = 0, x ∈ [0, 3],
Yk(0) = 0, Y ′k(0) = ,
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Table 3
Error bounds for approximating ivp (25) using Numerov’s method
i E(xi) e(xi) E¯(xi)
1 3.52E−5 3.73E−5 4.03E−5
2 1.05229 1.05234 1.05238
3 3.3351 3.3355 3.3358
4 6.803 6.805 6.806
5 11.264 11.268 11.274
6 16.645 16.655 16.671
7 23.52 23.54 23.58
8 33.715 33.762 33.847
9 50.7056 50.8066 50.9899
10 79.38 79.60 79.99
where Y0 is a starting function. Interval [0, 3] was partitioned into 30 equal subintervals (m=30) and then
the SSTM was applied iteratively using a perturbation 	(x)P2(x) where P2(x) is Legendre polynomial
of degree 2 shifted to the appropriate subinterval.
Referring to the discussion in Section 6, we can apply (8), with n = 6, to ﬁnd error estimates at
{xi; i = 2, 4, . . . , 30}. Here fy′ = y and fy = 2 + y′ + 32y2. The results are displayed in Table 4
(left).
Example 4. Consider the nonlinear initial value problem
y′′ + y + y3 = g(x), x0,
y(0) = y0, y′(0) = y′0, (27)
where g(x) is chosen so that the exact solution is given by
y(x) =
4∑
i=0
2i+1 cos((2i + 1)x),
with 1 =0.200179477536, 3 =0.246946143 ·10−3, 5 =0.304014 ·10−6, 7 =0.374 ·10−9, 9 =10−13
and  = 1.001.
We approximated problem (27) in interval [0, 4] by means of the 2-stages RKNM using stepsize
h = /10. The exact and the estimated errors at some selected mesh points are displayed in Table 4
(right).
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Table 4
Error bounds for approximating the nonlinear ivp (26) using SSTM (left). Error bounds for approximating the nonlinear ivp (27)
using RKNM (right)
i EstEr Ei(xi) EstEr E′i (xi ) i EstEr Ei(xi) EstEr E′i (xi )
Exact e(xi) Exact e′(xi) Exact e(xi) Exact e′(xi)
2 3.29871064E−8 1.17315240106E−6 4 −5.2451E−7 −2.48365E−6
3.29871063E−8 1.17315240100E−6 −5.2448E−7 −2.48361E−6
6 5.10144023862E−6 3.9057569E−5 8 −9.3962E−7 −5.2047E−7
5.10144053859E−6 3.9057574E−5 −9.3960E−7 −5.2051E−7
10 4.470064E−5 2.021635E−4 12 1.139366E−6 3.34845E−6
4.470068E−5 2.021639E−4 1.139371E−6 3.34841E−6
14 1.9575565E−4 6.5529405E−4 16 2.73715E−6 1.32465E−6
1.9575674E−4 6.553019E−4 2.73711E−6 1.32466E−6
20 1.06963E−3 2.81311E−3 20 −1.7213E−7 −3.57104E−6
1.06968E−3 2.81338E−3 −1.7214E−7 −3.57106E−6
22 1.76470E−3 4.460E−3 24 −3.87391E−6 −3.30087E−6
1.76477E−3 4.461E−3 −3.87390E−6 −3.30082E−6
24 2.8695E−3 7.098E−3 28 −2.721466E−6 2.49243E−6
2.8699E−3 7.100E−3 −2.721448E−6 2.49242E−6
26 4.640E−3 1.144E−2 32 3.46241E−6 5.91953E−6
4.642E−3 1.145E−2 3.46244E−6 5.91958E−6
28 7.530E−3 1.885E−2 36 5.833E−6 −1.462E−7
7.533E−3 1.887E−2 5.828E−6 −1.465E−7
30 1.237E−2 3.212E−2 40 −6.842E−7 −7.054E−6
1.238E−2 3.218E−2 −6.840E−7 −7.051E−6
Appendix
Proof ofTheorem4. Weshall carry out the proofwith i=0, and omit the indices i throughout.TheCauchy
remainder for polynomial interpolation (see [5]) implies that for any N-times continuously differentiable
function u in [x0, x1] we have
N(u; x) = 1
N !
⎡⎣ N∏
j=1
(t − zj )
⎤⎦ u(N)(
t )
for some 
t in [x0, x1] which depends on t. This result, together with (18), imply that
F(t) = RN + (t)
N∏
j=1
(t − zj ),
where
(t) := 1
N ! [f
N(
1) − Y ′N(t)a(N)(
2) − YN(t)b(N)(
3)].
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Therefore (5), evaluated at x = x1 and i = 0, becomes
En(x1) =
∫ x1
x0
An(x1, t)F (t) dt
=
∫ x1
x0
An(x1, t)RN(t) dt +
∫ x1
x0
An(x1, t)(t)
⎡⎣ N∏
j=1
(t − zj )
⎤⎦ dt ≡ I1 + I2. (28)
Let us take RN(x)= (∑r+1j=0 	j xj )PN(x) where PN(x) denotes Legendre polynomial of degree N deﬁned
in [x0, x1]. Then
I1 =
∫ x1
x0
An(x1, t)RN(t) dt =
r+1∑
j=0
	j
[∫ x1
x0
An(x1, t)t
jPN(t) dt
]
.
The Taylor series of the function An(x1, t)tj at t = x0 is given by
An(x1, t)t
j =
∑
k0
cjk(t − x0)k, where cjk := 1
k!
k[An(x1, t)tj ]
tk
∣∣∣∣
t=x0
.
Since 	j = O(hN+1) for all j = 0, 1, . . . , r + 1 (see [7]), I1 can be written as
I1 =
r+1∑
j=0
	j
⎡⎣∑
k0
cjk
∫ x1
x0
(t − x0)kPN(t) dt
⎤⎦= r+1∑
j=0
	j
⎡⎣∑
k0
cjk
∫ 1
0
(hs)kP ∗N(s)h ds
⎤⎦
=
r+1∑
j=0
	j
⎡⎣∑
kN
hk+1cjk
∫ 1
0
skP ∗N(s) ds
⎤⎦
=
r+1∑
j=0
	jh
N+1
⎡⎣∑
kN
hk−Ncjk
∫ 1
0
skP ∗N(s) ds
⎤⎦= O(h2N+2), (29)
where P ∗N(s) denotes Legendre polynomial of degree N deﬁned in [0, 1].
Similarly, we can expand An(x1, t)(t) as follows:
An(x1, t)(t) =
∑
k0
k(t − x0)k, where k :=
1
k!
k[An(x1, t)(t)]
tk
∣∣∣∣
t=x0
.
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Hence,
I2 =
∑
k0
∫ x1
x0
k(t − x0)k
⎡⎣ N∏
j=1
(t − zj )
⎤⎦ dt
=
∑
k0
∫ 1
0
k[hs]k
[
N˜hNP ∗N(s)
]
h ds
(
where N˜ := (2N)!
(N !)2
)
= hN+1
⎡⎣N˜ ∑
kN
kh
k
∫ 1
0
skP ∗N(s) ds
⎤⎦
= h2N+1
⎡⎣N˜ ∑
kN
kh
k−N
∫ 1
0
skP ∗N(s) ds
⎤⎦= O(h2N+1). (30)
Combining (28)–(30) we get En(x1) = O(h2N+1) as required.
Consider now Wn(x1) as deﬁned by (6)
Wn(x1) = 1
∫ x1
x0
n,(x1, t)|F(t)| dt
= 1(x1 − x0)n,(x1, 
)|F(
)| (some 
 ∈ [x0, x1])
= 1h
[h]n+1
1 − (x1 − 
) |F(
)| (some  ∈ [0, 1])
= ∗hn+2|F(
)|
(
∗ := 1
()n+1
1 − (x1 − 
)
)
= ∗hn+2|RN(
) + (
)[N∗hNP ∗N(s)]| (some s ∈ [0, 1])
∗hn+2{|RN(
)| + |N∗hNP ∗N(s)(
)|}
∗hn+2
⎧⎨⎩
∣∣∣∣∣∣
r+1∑
j=0
	j1t
jPN,1(t)
∣∣∣∣∣∣+ |N∗hNP ∗N(s)(
)|
⎫⎬⎭
∗hn+N+2
⎧⎨⎩
∣∣∣∣∣∣
r+1∑
j=0
h−N 	j1tjPN,1(t)
∣∣∣∣∣∣+ |N∗P ∗N(s)(
)|
⎫⎬⎭= O(h2N+2).
The last inequality follows from the assumption that nN . Similar arguments give
E′n(x1) = O(h2N) and W ′n(x1) = O(h2N+2)
and
E′n(x1) ± W ′n(x1) = O(h2N).
This completes the proof for interval [x0, x1].
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For interval [x1, x2], we have
En[x2; |¯|, |′¯|] =
∫ x2
x1
A(i)n (x2, t)F (t) dt + An(x2, x1)|′¯| + B(i)n (x2, x1)|¯|
= O(h2N+1) + An(x2, x1)O(h2N) + B(i)n (x2, x1)O(h2N+1) = O(h2N)
and
Wn[x2; |s |, |′s′ |] = 1
∫ x2
x1
n(x2, t)|F(t)| dt + [1|′s′ | + 2|s |](i)n (x2, x1) = O(h2N+1).
The proof follows using an induction process.
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